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Abstract
Difficulties with part oriented solid modelingtools have motivated the developmentof a derivationbased solid modelingsystem to aid in preliminary submarinedesign tasks. The projected system is a
graphically editable geometric rule system based on Extended Pattern Grammarswith Variables
(EPGVs).This paper reviews relevant characteristics of BoundaryRepresentation Modelers, Featurebased Modelers and Extended Pattern Grammars, then establishes a fundamental relationship
begveen the Inference Dependency Graph that is constructed during an EPGVderivation and a
parametric system Feature tree. The primary technique involved with editing an EPGVderived model
is identified with Dependency
Driven Backtracking, and a description of the process is presented.
This work is funded under NAVSEA
contracts N00024-96-C-4180, and N00024-97-C-4186, in
association with the Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR)program.

Introduction
Early stage submarine design entails a multistep process wherein:
¯ Ship geometry is established and compartments are arranged to determine the minimum
size ship that satisfies the mission requirements;
¯ Displacements and weights are calculated;
¯ If the ship’s displacement exceeds its
weight, ballast is added to achieve neutral
buoyancy and no further compartment arrangement work is required. However, if the
ship weight exceeds its displacement, ship size
is increased (usually by adding length) until
weight and displacement are equal. Since this
larger ship provides more volume and deck
area than was necessary to accommodatethe
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required systems, compartment rearrangement
is not critical.
Past attempts to accomplish the first step
quickly using conventional Computer Aided
Design (CAD)systems or Solid Modelers have
presented frustrating complications due to time
consumingmodel construction, mass property
calculation inaccuracies, complicated editing
operations and sometimes model-corrupting
software upgrades. The problems encountered
are similar to those that limit the application of
Solid Modelers to fast generation of building
Architecture designs. Potential solutions to the
problem were examined through a Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) Phase
evaluation program. A promising direction
was found which takes advantage of compilation possibilities offered by viewinggeometric
construction as a grammaticalgeneration proc-

ess, and which utilizes an inferencing system
within which productions of the grammarare
derived. The resulting system holds the promise of defining a derivation-based Feature Solid
Modeling environment, supporting more open
editing at higher levels of abstraction. The
following sections present a brief review of the
involved technology, identify someproblematic
user interface issues and present the solutions
which are currently being explored in Phase II
of the SBIRwork.
Boundary Representation

Modelers

Most commercial architecture and engineering
oriented solid modeling systems use someform
of Boundary Representation (Brep) Modeler
kernel. The currently predominant commercial
kernels are Spatial Technologies’ ACISsystem
and EDS’sParasolid system, both of which are
original descendents from work on boundarydefined solids initiated in CambridgeEngland.
(ACIS96a,b,c) A notable exception to the use
of commercialkernels is that of the Pro / Engineer solid modeling system which uses a proprietary modeler. Detailed descriptions of the
Brep approach to solid modeling can be found
in a number of texts. (HOFFMAN
89) (FOLEY
90) (MORTENSON
85) There a a few points
which are important in the context of defining
grammarsin such environments:
* Modern Brep kernels can represent both
manifold and non-manifold constructions.
¯ Topological set definition is characterized
by a complexgraph of inter-linked entities.
¯ The inter-linked entities represent a selection of geometric primitive types, such as
points, curves, surfaces and bodies, each of
whichis used to define boundaries for entities
of higher dimension.
The modelers also provide both data representation editing procedures and evaluation procedures that calculate functions of the data repre-

sentation such as mass properties or surface
areas.
Feature-based

Modelers

The provision of only Boolean editing operations in Brepkernels is generally insufficient to
support an adequate editing interface for engineering and architectural design work. Limitation to only these operations results in many
unintuitive construction operations. For example, the inside of a compartmentor room must
be created as a void within a larger solid. From
a designer’s point of view, a morenatural approach is to construct an interior volumeby the
sequential introduction of bounding surfaces.
Feature-based modelers have evolved this constructive approach toward the editing of solid
models. Pro / Engineer was one of the first of
this class of modelers, however today most
part-oriented design modelers for example
SolidWorks- offer feature-based construction
and editing mechanisms. (MCLELLAN
96)
(SOLIDWORKS97)
Generally, a feature-based modeler supports
user definition of 2Dsketches using predefined
primitives, then generates solids by the control
of Brep operations such as sweeps or extrusions performed using the sketches. Complex
3Dsolids are the results of compositionof the
first order solids under the control of subsequent Boolean or other Brep operations. The
key points here are that:
¯ Each feature can be regarded as mappingto
an expression that is evaluated to construct entities composing the solid model. In some
systems these expressions can be regarded as
constituting a single function. Most commercial modelers use somevariant of a relational
constraint manager; such as D-Cubed’s2D dimension constraint manager (DCM)that
used in the evaluation of user defined 2D
sketches in SolidWorks. The D-Cubedproduct
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is a two-pass constraint manager. The first
pass establishes an order of calculation specific
to the constraints and entities involved, and the
second pass calculates the final parameter values. Thefirst pass is on the order of five times
slower than the second pass. (D-CUBED
97a,b)
¯ The set of all features in a modeldefines a
feature tree, whichrepresents a partial order for
the evaluation of the involvedexpressions. It is
also important to note that dependencies are
established betweenthe input parameters of the
expressions in the tree and the preexisting
modelentities to which they refer. Wesay that
the preexisting entities support the expression,
or that the expression is dependent-onthe preexisting entities. Since preexisting entities
must also be a function of the evaluation of
prior expressions, we say that these entities are
dependent on the expressions that generated
them. It is therefore possible to define transitive dependencyrelationships over the system
of expressionsand entities.
¯ Generation or regeneration of a model is
accomplishedby traversal of the feature tree.
Successful evaluation of the tree results in the
controlled generation of a Brep solid model.
Evaluation can, and often does fail, whenparameter values are introduced which are outside
the domains of the functions from which the
expressions are composed. For example, a
modelwhich assumes a four sided rectangle as
one of its sketch features, and whichconstructs
geometryon each of the four sides, can fail if
the length of one of the rectangle sides is reduced to zero. Very often such failures coincide with a change in the underlying topological set representation of the Brep model.

structive operations define a static order for the
calculation of feature tree expressions. Such
systems tend to be fast but often unfriendly
with respect to user editing. Variational systems, such as those using the D-Cubedproduct,
attempt to detect a dependency order first,
which is then evaluated. (PIERRA96) Fudos’
and Hoffman’s work on representation
and
evaluation of 2Dconstraints also falls into this
category. (FUDOS93) (HOFFMAN
95) These
systems are more forgiving from the user’s
point of view, howeverthey require a two-pass
implementation and the dependency detection
pass is generally computationallyexpensive.
All current feature-based modelers have problems generating a set of solid modelsthat vary
significantly in topological set definition. They
can handle somedegree of variation of the input parametersfor the basic topological set that
the feature tree constructs, but consideration of
alternate topological set definitions requires
radical surgery to the feature tree whichresults
in a great deal of user interaction. The most
help that current feature-based modelers can
offer in this regard is the provision of arrays of
features, whichare simply repeats of an already
defined feature, or procedurally programmed
choices between alternate, predefined partial
models. This problem is closely associated
with the problems that arise whena featurebased modeler is to be extended to support use
of a library of features and parts. The system
that our project is developing attempts to deal
with some of these model construction problems.
Extended Pattern

As suggested in the first point above, the means
by which dependencies of the feature tree expressions and resulting geometryare defined or
detected is important, and is one of the waysby
which different systems can be classified.
Parametric systems are function composition
systems. The dependencies established by con134
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Grammars

In the 1970’s K.S. Fu defined Pattern Grammars by mapping a coded set of geometric
primitives onto conventional string grammars.
The primitives, termed chain codes, defined a
very limited set of two or three-dimensional
vectors defined within a standard size square or

box. These systems have found use in image
recognition tasks and morelimited application
in image generation tasks. (FU 74)
Recently, Extended Pattern Grammars have
been defined by generalizing Pattern Grammars
using the following means. Wegeneralize the
rewrite location by introducing a string labeled
three-dimensional spatial marker which records
a rule to model space transform. These constructs correspond to the non-terminal symbols
of a conventional string grammar. The vector
primitives of Pattern Grammarsare generalized
by substituting parametric definitions for lines.
Further extension of the resulting class of
grammar can be accomplished by introducing
variables that associate a boundedreal number
variable with each parameter. In the case of
point and direction parameters, we also introduce simple functions that characterize the degree of closeness or match between a possible
value and a default value for each parameter.
For example the match function for variable
points can be the Euclidean distance betweena
default point and a possible matching point.
This class of grammaris called an Extended
Pattern Grammar using Variables (EPGV).
(LANGE95,96,97) This type of grammar has
much in commonwith Stiny’s Shape Grammars and Heisserman’s Boundary Solid Grammars. (STINY 80,8 la,8 lb,90) (GIPS
(CHASE 89) (HEISSERMAN 91) EPGVs
need not maintain a normal form and as a result
are generally faster and easier to implement
than shape grammars. The EPGVmarker supports EPGVuse in assembly contexts, unlike
boundary solid grammars. Finally, EPGVrules
are embeddablein forward chaining inference
systems, thus providing access to an assortment
of implementation techniques. They are composed of muchhigher level rewrite rules than
the rule based geometry systems described in
(JUAN-ARINYO
95a,b).

It is notable that the speed and memorycapacity of computers in the 1970’s generally would
have prevented effective implementation of
EPGVs.EPGVsystems, like any inferencing
system, depend heavily on pattern matching.
The implementation techniques used to provide
matching support generally have been the primarystumbling block for effective use of such
systems since they require CPUspeeds and
memory sizes that only now are becoming
widely available. An exampleof a graphically
represented EPGV
rule is shownin illustration
1.
IF: Condition

L?VO
[1180~.138001

THEN:Action

Illustration 1: GraphicRepresentationof an
EPGVrule for house closets.

A properly bounded EPGVrule encapsulates a
single topological set that is defined over an
infinite set of possible real valued parameter
bindings. Such rules can be represented by a
characteristic pattern that utilizes somevalid
choice of parameter value bindings. Anyvalid
instantiation of the variable bindings can be
chosen to define a pattern that is regarded as
the rule’s characteristic pattern. Characteristic
patterns can be used to provide a graphically
editable form for an EPGVrule. In addition,
¯ Lange
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since each instantiation of a rule in a derived
modelalso can be regarded as a characteristic
pattern, manyof the same basic editing operations can be used to edit the rule "in place".
Howeverthere are significant limitations on
this form of editing, because the dependencies
of later constructions on the supported entities
of the currently edited rule must be taken into
account.
Forward Chaining Control Strategy
An OPS-like forward chaining language might
be used as the frameworkwithin which to define an EPGVinferencing
environment.
(BROWNSTON
86) However we have found
the classical conflict resolution strategies- LEX
and MEA- are problematic. There is no underlying theoretical justification for the use of
these strategies, and they producea substantial
complication for debugging, since they introduce a measure of non-deterministic control
over rule selection. Our experiences with
EPGVrule sets has strongly suggested that
these rule sets should be regarded as nonmonotonic- that is, the order of firing of the
rules does affect the ultimate solution derived.
EPGVforward chaining engines therefore store
the conflict set and systematically explore
every rule firing sequence. This strategy is,
however, controlled through the use of a simple, finite state control mechanism
based on the
identification of namedglobal states. Our use
of the conflict set is closely related to the design of Prolog, in which Choice Points are recorded, howeverthis concept is implementedin
the context of a forward, rather than a backward inferencing system. (BORGER
95) (AITKACI 91) (BOIZUMAULT
93)
A second design issue involves handling of
failure during the evaluation of the consequent
of a rule. This can occur if user input is allowed in the consequent, or if lower level system exceptions occur during consequent
136
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evaluation. Wealso need a meansof recovering
from a derivation in which an evaluative rule
has failed. A backtrack stack must be introduced, which again is used in the same way
that this type of stack is used in Prolog. Using
this design, an EPGVforward chaining (FC)
control strategy, in combinationwith a properly
constructed rule set, is capable of systematically generating all solution variants. Unlike
Prolog, no claims are made with respect to
logic programming.There is also no limitation
with respect to the numberof terms that can
exist in the consequent set of the rule. Such
limitations wouldproducevery significant user
interface problems, since the construction of
shapes that a designer wouldregard as a single
event would have to be distributed among
manyrules. This characteristic is one of the
reasons that Prolog is not, in our opinion, a
practical implementationenvironment.

Inference

Dependency Graph

In recent work, the backtrack stack has been
extended to record all dependencies among
rules and constructed entities. Thesefall into
the dependent-onand support relations defined
above, in the context of feature trees. This
augmentedbacktrack stack is termed an Inference Dependency Graph (IDG).
The IDGcan be seen to mapto the underlying
relationships of a Feature Tree that has resulted
from a parametric system by considering the
following procedure.
Given any feature tree, a corresponding IDG
and linked EPGVrules can be generated. For
each feature, fromearliest to latest do the following: Create an empty rule associated with
the current feature. Identify the set of other
features that support the current feature. We
call this the support set. For each entry in the
support set, generate an expression that

matchesthe entry’s geometric type, introducing
variable namesas needed, and add this expression to the antecedent set associated with the
current feature. Establish an orientation for the
newrule by recording the current spatial origin
in the global spatial frame of reference in a
marker object, and give the marker a unique
label. Addthe marker to the antecedent set of
the current feature’s rule and the consequentset
of the preceding feature’s rule. Establish a
topological location in the Brep data structure

rules to the dependentBrep structures that they
generate. Whenno features remain, the set of
rules and the IDGhas been formed.
The above procedure generates a set of rules
that mapone to one to defined features. However, an EPGV
rule need not be limited to one
feature, but could introduce multiple features.
This situation is similar to that of production
systems in which multiple rules may be bundled into a single morecomplexrule.

~--~=i~1Cen-Crew-Sta
~..J’~.q(-) Sketch24

Illustration 2: A parametricfeature correspondsto a fired rule in an Inference Dependency
Graph.
from which to start matching by determining
the lowest level in the Brep structure from
which all support set entities can be reached,
and record this pointer in the marker that was
entered in the preceding feature consequentset.
Identify each entity constructed due to the effect of the evaluationof the current feature, this
is the depends-on set. For each entity in the
depends-onset, generate an expression (as was
done for the support set) and add it to the consequent set of the associated rule. Link the antecedent terms of the current rule to the support
set entries from which the term expression was
generated, link the consequent terms of the

Derived Design Editing
The Feature to IDGgeneration procedure just
described establishes a relationship betweenthe
product of an EPGVderived model and a
parametric system Feature-based model. The
implicationsof this relationship are:
¯ A parametric system Feature Model can be
regarded as the product of an EPGV
derivation.
¯ EPGVrules can be regarded as one or more
context sensitive parametric system Features.
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¯ An entry in a parametric system Feature
Library that checks for conditions of application can be regarded as an EPGV
rule.
The IDGcan be used as the basis for implementation of in-place editing of instantiated
rules, which is the sameas editing parametric
system Features. Editing requires dependency
driven backtracking utilizing the IDG. There
are two cases that have been identified, and the
followingediting strategy has been outlined.

After all marking is done, form a dependency
ordering of the entities to be retracted. Retract
the entities that have no depends-onentities,
and follow their support links back through the
order until all entities are retracted. As entity
retraction is proceeding, if an entity’s support
rule is determined to have no depends-onentities, retract the rule. After all retractions are
complete, restart forward chaining at the state
whichwasmatchedby the earliest fired rule.
Rule Editor

First, editing maycause changes to parameters
in such a way that new parameter values may
remain within allowable boundsfor the entity’s
support rule. In this case, newly calculated
values should be propagated downthe supports
paths from the entity. If encountered rules which, by definition must have followed the
entity’s support rule in firing order - are now
given invalid parameter
values, those rules must be
markedfor retraction. If no
boundaryconditionsare [1..~,;:~ ~:. .....
invalidated, the topology of
the current model is still
valid, and the current IDG~tV~,~)~.n,,~l ._
structureis still valid.

Editing issues associated with the development
of EPGVrules are complicated and numerous.
Currently, editing of an EPGV
rule antecedent
and consequent are regarded as separate Brep
editing events in which variables and entities
that have beendefined earlier in the session are
available and from which parameter values can

Second, a parameter set may
nowinvalidate the boundsof
the support rule, and it must
be marked for retraction.
Deletion of an entity falls
into this category.
For any rule marked by the
abovecases, markall entries
of its depends-on set for
retraction,
and for any
marked entity,
mark its
depends-onrules for retraction.
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Illustration 3." RuleEditor Concept

be obtained. However there are advantages to
editing both rule components in a single context, since this contributes to the user’s orientation within the rule. Workon the rule-editing
interface is at a very early stage, illustration 3
indicates
some of the features
which are
planned.

Conclusion
The EPGVapproach provides an inferencing
framework within which graphically
represented solid geometry construction rules take
on a status equal to that of alphanumeric rules
in conventional expert systems. Incorporation
of this framework into feature-based modeling
systems may provide more open modeling interfaces that allow engineers to design at a
more natural level of abstraction.
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